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DIMENXION® conference V3 –
the Online Meeting Planner
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NEW FEATURE –
THE ONLINE ROOM PLANNER
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ADVANTAGES FOR FACILITY PROVIDERS

ADVANTAGES FOR POTENTIAL CLIENTS

AT A GLANCE:

AT A GLANCE:

*	State-of-the-art meeting and banqueting
facility presentation in 3D and 2D

*	A contemporary look & feel adds value
to your online services

*	Cloud computing philosophy, no software
download required

*	Quick loading times even on slower
bandwidths

*	No onsite inspection required, just delivery
of floor plans to be traced

* Intuitive interface entices interaction
* Overview of the facilities as a whole

*	Customisable interface for seamless
addition to existing website

*	Detailed room information including
seating formats, capacities and equipment

*	True to scale simulation of seating
possibilities

* Print possibilities (PDF)
* Comprehensive RFP form

* Metric and imperial lengths and areas
*	Professional RFP generation designed

* Search function with logical parameters
*	Online Room Planner for seating

to receive detailed requests
*	Interfaces to CRM systems
(e.g. Salesforce Cloud2) possible
*	Content Management System enabling
staff comprehensive editing abilities
*	Time-saving Online Room Planner module
that also serves as a setup guide
*	Professional marketing and promotion
of facilities and services

configuration through your clients

Please launch the demo version to experience DIMENXION conference V3
for yourself: www.dimenxion.de/V3/demo, or visit one of our 250
references around the world

ONLINE ROOM PLANNER:
Those who would like to put the Online Room Planner through
its paces are asked to visit www.dimenxion.de and request
a password.
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